In this study we seek a fast method for robust, boundary preserving estimation of optical flow. Several studies have addressed this topic and proposed methods that account for velocity boundaries at the cost of significant computational complexity. The answer we bring consists of adapting the benchmark algorithm of Horn and Schunck such that it produces robust boundary preserving estimates, while retaining its simplicity and speed of execution. Experimental verification on real image sequences is conducted.
Introduction
The analysis of motion in image sequences can serve a useful purpose in numerous applications. These applications include vision-guided robot autonomous navigation, augmented reality rendering of visual communications data, and visual monitoring of sites of activity. Analysis of motion includes optical flow estimation, a topic that has been the focus of many studies (Mitiche and Bouthemy [15] ). Most of the methods proposed for optical flow estimation follow the differential approach, as opposed to correspondence and transforms methods. A differential approach relies on the gradient constraint that relates optical velocity to the image spatiotemporal derivatives. The benchmark of differential methods is that of Horn and Schunck [11] . It is a simple, fast method that produces good estimates except at motion boundaries. It can be implemented to execute in real time (Hutchinson et al [12] ). Its only drawback is that it does not preserve motion boundaries. Several studies have addressed the problem of computing boundary preserving estimates. Motion boundaries are accounted for either by the computations underlying the estimation of velocity over the image positional array ( Nagel and Enkelmann [16] ; Werkhoven and Toet [22] ; Nagel [17] ; Snyder [20] ; Peleg and Rom [19] ; Konrad and Dubois [13] [7] ). These approaches can produce better estimates at motion boundaries only at the cost of greater computational complexity, which makes them inadequate for current real-time applications.
In this study we propose to adapt the Horn and Schunck algorithm such that it produces robust boundary preserving estimates, while retaining its simplicity and speed of execution. We do so by generalizing the smoothing filter in the Horn and Schunck algorithm so as to vary with position and conform to local variations of velocity.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the formulation from which alternative algorithms are drawn. Section 3 gives examples of experimental verification, and section 4 is a summary.
Formulation
Under the assumption that optical flow is smooth everywhere on the image positional array, the Horn and Schunck method computes an estimate of optical flow that minimizes
where´Ù Úµ designates optical velocity,´Ù Ü Ù Ý µ its spatial derivatives,´Á Ü Á Ý Á Ø µ the spatiotemporal image brightness derivatives, and « is a positive constant that weighs the contribution of the first term of , which measures the conformity of the estimate to data, relative to the second term, which measures smoothness of the estimate. The underlying computations on digital images reduce to Jacobi iterations:
where designates image position,´Ù Ú µ velocity at , the iteration index, and Ù Ú µ the estimate average at computed according to the mask:
This mask is constant as a result of the underlying assumption that optical flow is smooth everywhere on the image positional array. If it were to vary with position so as to adapt to the local structure of velocity, iterations (1) can compute a robust estimate that accounts for velocity boundaries. In such a case, iterations (1) are executed with:
¾ AE µ where is a smoothing filter adapted to local variations of velocity, and AE is the set of neighbors of (the 4-or 8-neighborhood) . The filter we seek is one that, ideally, will average its arguments over only those points in neighborhood AE that are images of points in space that belong to the same object as the point of which is the image, the assumption being that object surfaces have smoothly varying depth. The problem, therefore, resides in the definition of . We explore several alternatives that approximate the ideal filter.
Intensity-based Adaptive Average
Here, Á produces a weighed average of its arguments, the weight at ¾ AE being commensurate to the intensity contrast at´ µ.
where is assigned a smaller value for a larger brightness gradient in the direction of , the central pixel. For instance,
This is anisotropic diffusion in all digital directions allowed by the form of AE , eight directions in the case of an 8-neighborhood. The assumption is that the image of environmental objects, or a property of this image, were such a property used instead of the image, has smooth variations, edges appearing only along the projection of objects occlusion boundaries. Under this assumption, velocity edges are identified with image edges. In many cases, of course, velocity edges form only a subset of the image edges. If smoothness is identified minimally with differentiability, diffusion at points interior to a projected surface will be redundant in directions other than those of two orthogonal axes, although this redundancy can but improve the robustness of the estimate to small random variations of the image. At edges, however, anisotropic diffusion in all digital directions will emphasize smoothing of the estimate over all neighboring points on a single side of the edge. Therefore, such diffusion is expected to yield more robust estimates than diffusion in two directions, and simplicity of underlying computations results in fast execution. Under the current driving assumption, Á , indeed, emphasizes smoothness within regions where intensity variation is smooth and, on the contrary, prevents propagation of velocity estimation across region boundaries.
Velocity-Based Adaptive Average
Here, Ï produces a weighed average of its arguments, the weight at ¾ AE being commensurate to the contrast of the current estimates of velocity at and . The filter is self-referential as it uses weights that are functions of the values of the current estimate of velocity. This is a variational formulation where variations of the estimate are accounted for in all digital directions allowed by the form of the neighborhood. Because variations of velocity of projected surfaces is assumed smooth, and if smoothness is identified minimally with differentiability, accounting for variations in directions other those of two orthogonal axes will be redundant at points interior to projected surfaces. However, at velocity boundaries, Ï will emphasize smoothing over all the points on one side of the boundary. Therefore, Ï is expected to produce a more robust estimate than a variational method that accounts for only two directions, and the simplicity of its underlying computations results in fast execution.
Median Filtering
Here, Å is the median of the current estimates in AE . At a velocity edge, median smoothing is likely to produce a value representative of the values on one side of the edge.
An alternative would be to average the values of the estimate in AE that are above or below the median, whichever has smaller spread.
Information Integration
The methods presented can easily integrate information about velocity from other sources by constraining iterations (1) to conform to this information. For instance, they can be constrained to conform to a reliable estimate determined by image feature correspondence at a sparse set of points of the image positional array, or to a reliable estimate computed at image edges by a scheme such as that in Hildreth [10] . The scheme in [10] estimates velocity along zero-crossing contours of the image windowed by a Gaussian. Gaussian smoothing displaces edges, and the method requires that the zero-crossing contours be extracted because velocity estimation refers to each of these contours individually. However, the same reliable estimate can be computed for any edge map by the Horn and Schunck iterations (1) restricted to the set of edges, without need to organize these edges in any way. The computed estimates at edges can then be entered to constrain estimation over the extent of the image positional array. This can be done in several ways. The simplest is to enter the estimate at edges as initial approximation. This estimate at edges can be fixed, not to change with iterations (1), or allowed to change according to iterations (1) executed with Á , Ï , or Å . Information integration results in more accurate, boundary preserving estimation of velocity.
Experimental Verification
We have run experiments of which we present two examples. One example is that of the sequence Highway, one image of which is shown in Figure 1 . The sequence has been acquired with a static camera. The images have little texture, and displacements between successive frames are of the order of several pixels. The other sequence, Bird (Figure 5 ), is that of a bird on a seashore. The images of this sequence are more textured than those of the Highway sequence, but the texture gradient is low at most places. Both sequences, therefore, are a real challenge to differential methods, and we retained them as examples for this reason. The Bird sequence is a sequence of real images but the movement is Figure 1 : One image of the sequence being tested synthetically generated (two pixels to the left in a rectangular window around the bird). The Bird sequence is used as a testbed for numerical performance evaluation. Figures 2 and 3 show the preservation of motion boundaries by Á , Ï , and Å for the Highway sequence. The motion boundaries are well delineated as shown in the zoom in at the car and truck. The velocity-based adaptive average Ï has the best performance. We also note that the median method strongly prevents smoothing within the same motion region, and produces sharp velocity boundaries. Figure 4 shows the results of Horn and Schunck iterations (1) restricted to edges, on a synthetic image sequence which consist of a filled white circle moving diagonally to the lower right of the image by 2 pixels. We find similar results when we compare the results of this algorithm to that of Hildreth [10] . Figure 6 shows the results of combining the velocity-based adaptive average ( Ï ) with the iterative calculation of velocity at edges. Results obtained are more accurate and preserve velocity boundaries well. Filling in regions of low intensity gradient in moving regions is done better (as shown in the zoom in at the truck Figure 6 ) Figure 5 shows that both the velocity-based adaptive average ( Ï ) and the information integration approach preserve the velocity propagation property within the same motion region. The Table below gives the results for the Bird sequence more objectively.
We compute both the average of the horizontal and vertical velocity components´Ù Úµ, as well as their respective variances. Iterations using Á , Ï and Å execute in approximately the same time, because their difference is confined to the filter which computes the intensity-weighed average, the velocity-weighed average, and the median of the velocity, in a ¿ x ¿ neighborhood. The numerical results concur with the fact that the information integration method with Ï has superior performance. 
Conclusion
In this paper we have formulated and experimented with different algorithms for fast boundary preserving estimation of optical flow using difficult image sequences. The velocity-based adaptive average has the best performance when compared to the intensitybased adaptive average ( Á ), or median smoothing ( Å ). Integration of a reliable estimate at image edges improves performance. The methods are fast and can be brought to be implementable to execute in real-time. 
